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Abstra t
In rea tive transport simulations, the ee ts of the spatial variability of geologi al media are generally negle ted. The impa t of this variability is systemati ally examined here in 2D simulations, with
a simple geometry and
during

hemistry with a positive feedba k : in rease of porosity and of permeability

al ite dissolution. The results highlight the leading role in these

length of porosity and of permeability and (ii) the kinemati

onditions of (i) the

orrelation

dispersivity, whose ee ts are dominant

ompared to those of varian e and rea tion kineti s. The impa t of sto hasti

variability (between several

random draws) is also signi ant, as it is of the same order of magnitude as the impa t of the range and
dispersivity.

Keywords : spatial variability, rea tive transport, feedba k, range, dispersivity, kineti s

Résumé
La des ription de la variabilité spatiale des milieux géologiques dans les simulations de transport
réa tif est généralement négligée. Dans

ette étude, nous mettons en éviden e l'impa t de

ette variabilité

de manière systématique sur les résultats de simulations 2D, sur une géométrie élémentaire, dans un
as de réa tion

himique simple ave

rétroa tion positive : augmentation de la porosité et don

perméabilité lors de la dissolution de la

al ite. Les résultats mettent en avant, dans

rle prépondérant de la portée et de la dispersivité

es

de la

onditions, le

inématique, suivis par la varian e et la

inétique.

L'eet de la variabilité sto hastique (entre diérents tirages aléatoire) n'est pas négligeable non plus,
puisqu'il est de même ordre de grandeur que

elui de la portée et de la dispersivité.

Mots- lés : variabilité spatiale, transport réa tif, rétroa tion, portée, dispersivité, inétique

1 Introdu tion
Rea tive transport modelling in porous media is a powerful tool for studying water-ro k intera tions; it
is used to improve the understanding of groundwater pollution, underground waste and

arbon dioxide

storage, metallogenesis, the environmental impa t of mining plants, et . In the last two de ades, great
eorts have been made to enhan e the
they

an su

apabilities of modelling tools to keep pa e with the problems that

essfully handle (unsaturated media, multiphase ow, non-isothermal ow, redox rea tions,

1

omplex kineti s, mi robiologi al a tivity, et ).

Surprisingly, an important fa et of rea tive transport

modelling has often been disregarded: des ription of the intrinsi

spatial variability of geologi al media

that is present at every s ale. The main reasons is a la k of real geo hemi al data needed to evaluate the

spatial variability of the geologi al formations at the relevant s ale (i.e. between the REV, Representative
Elementary Volume, and the size of the simulation domain), and the insu ient CPU-power needed to run
the models, whi h limits the spatial dis retizations to a few thousand grid nodes to keep the runtimes
a

eptable.

Very re ently, mainly due to in reasing CPU

apa ity and a growing

on ern about the

heterogeneity of the geologi al medium, an in reasing number of authors tend to set initial

onditions

in luding spatial variability on some parameters in their simulations ([8, 12, 6, 15℄). However, the ee ts
of this variability have not been systemati ally studied so far.
The purpose of this study is to examine and quantify the impa t of spatial variability on the results
of 2D rea tive transport simulations, with a parti ular fo us on the role of

hemistry feedba k on hydro-

dynami s, whi h is triggered by the dissolution of primary minerals resulting in in reased porosity and,
possibly, permeability. A simple

hemistry and a very simple geometry were

hosen in order to properly

handle the impa t of the initial spatial variability as well as that of the kineti

and hydrodynami

ow

onditions on the results of the numeri al experiments.
In this study, permeability and porosity elds with spatial variability are

onsidered. Variable mineral

on entrations were also investigated, but will be dis ussed only briey. Non- onditional geostatisti al
simulations of permeability and porosity were performed,

overing a range of values for the most relevant

parameters (see dis ussion in se tion 3.1), in order to establish a hierar hy among them.
The paper is organized as follows: rst a brief overview of the relevant
geostatisti s and rea tive transport modelling, the spatial models and the

on epts and methods of

hemi al system

this study are dis ussed; then the results for homogeneous media are shown, to

hosen for

larify the representation

of the system and give a referen e for the heterogeneous media simulations. The observable quantities
hosen to represent the results are explained and dis ussed; nally, we dis uss the results of numeri al
experiments pointing out the ee ts of ea h parameter.

2 The tools
2.1 Spatial models and geostatisti al simulations
Geostatisti s is a well established bran h of statisti s and probability theory dealing with spatial proesses,

i.e.

with variables dened over a spatial domain and referred to a spe i

volume,

alled

support.

It was theoreti ally founded by G. Matheron in the 1960's, and found its main appli ation in mining and
oil exploration. It is

urrently applied to virtually every dis ipline of the geos ien es. A thorough and

insightful overview of the theory is given in [2℄, to whi h the reader

an refer to for more details. The

fundamental notion of geostatisti s is the spatial auto orrelation fun tion; more generally, the semivar-

iogram, or just variogram, depi ts the spatial variability of the pro ess

Z

between two distin t points

of the domain, as a fun tion only of their distan e:

h
i2 
1
~
~
γ(h) = E Z(x) − Z(x + h)
2
The assumption of se ond-order stationarity

1 and ergodi ity is su ient to establish the existen e

of a variogram fun tion, whi h is non-negative and usually monotoni , and whi h
means of simple analyti
isotropi

spheri al

a

an be modelled by

expressions. Throughout this study, a unique variogram model is used, the

model, whi h is a trun ated polynomial fun tion:

γ(~h) =

The parameter

(1)

is the
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orrelation length,

whi h two points in the domain show a

also

alled



for

0 ≤ |~h| ≤ a

for

a < |~h|

range.

It represents the maximum distan e at

orrelation. For distan es larger than this

1 se

(2)

orrelation length,

ond order stationarity means that all the rst and se ond moments of the Random Fun tion are onstant over the
domain.
2

the variogram fun tion is

onstant and equals to the

variable.
For multivariate problems, the

sill.

The sill

orresponds to

2
σZ
,

the varian e of the

ross-variogram between variables Z1 and Z2 represents the

orrelation

between their in rements:

i h
i
1 h
Z1 (x) − Z1 (x + ~h) × Z2 (x) − Z2 (x + ~h)
E
2

γ12 (~h) =
To address and model the
regionalization was

a hieved by the following

ρ

where

is the

orrelation between porosity and permeability, the

hosen: all dire t- and

(3)

intrinsi model

onstru tion for the simulation of permeability (noted as

orrelation oe ient

of

o-

ross-variograms are multiples of a base model [2℄. This is

p
Yk = ρYω + 1 − ρ2 · R

at the same point between

k)

and porosity (ω ):
(4)

Yk

and

Yω ,

whi h are the redu ed

Yω

and

R

Gaussian elds respe tively asso iated with permeability and porosity;

are two independent

geostatisti al simulations, randomly drawn with the same variogram model.
The joint spatial distributions of permeability and porosity are obtained by non- onditional geostatisti al simulations on ne, regular grids by the Dis rete Fourier Transform algorithm [18℄. This te hnique
was

hosen for its speed and for the immediate possibility of obtaining a family of Gaussian elds with

dierent

orrelation lengths from a single set of random numbers. This feature allows the dire t

parison of results obtained from geostatisti al simulations with dierent

om-

orrelation lengths (or other

parameters), ee tively ltering the ee t of the additional variability that would have been obtained
from several realisations.
The Gaussian random variables are then transformed into log-normal elds to mat h the

lassi al

distribution used for permeability:

K = emk +σk Yk
and symmetri ally for the porosity
s opi

ω.

(5)

This transformation step allows us to take into a

orrelation between porosity and permeability, as observed in natural systems.

ount a ma roAmong those

hose the empiri al law of Bretjinski [16℄, whi h reads:

available in the literature, we

√
7
ω = 0.593 K
in whi h

K

is expressed as m·s

−1

(6)

. Taking the logarithm:

log(ω) = log(0.593) +
makes it easy to derive a relationship between the

1
log(K)
7

oe ients

mω , mk

(7)
and

σω , σk

to be used in the log-

normal transformation. Two lognormal distributions are thus obtained whose Gaussian transformations
are related by the

σlog k

orrelation

is imposed, this xes the

oe ient

σlog ω ,

ρ

and whi h sto hasti ally obey Bretjinski's law. Note that if a

thus redu ing the degrees of freedom of the model.

To summarize, when the variogram model and the averages of porosity and permeability are xed
on e and for all, the multivariate spatial model is
length

ρ

a

ompletely dened by three parameters: the

of the variograms, the standard deviation

between

log K

and

σlog K

of permeability and the

orrelation

orrelation

oe ient

log ω .

2.2 Rea tive transport ode

oupled program Hyte , developed at the MINES
Hyte , the hydrodynami part (ow, multi omponent transport, heat transport) is
solved by a nite-volumes approa h on unstru tured grids based on Voronoï polygons. Rea tive hemistry
is evaluated by hess, also developed at MINES ParisTe h [23℄. It determines aqueous spe iation, ioni

Rea tive transport simulations were made with the
ParisTe h [22℄. In

ex hange, surfa e
or a dynami

omplexation, mineral pre ipitation and dissolution, assuming either lo al equilibrium,

mixed status of equilibrium/kineti s.

An ups aling method for permeability is ne essary to link the ne-gridded geostatisti al simulations
and the

oarse, non-regular grids used in the

oupled transport- hemistry modelling [19℄.

Su h te h-

niques were introdu ed and thoroughly dis ussed in [4, 5℄: they were dened in the most general

3

ase of

unstru tured dis retizations used by

Hyte

, and are based on the properties of Voronoï polygons (same

surfa e of triangles on both sides of the boundary between elements) and of the nite volumes s heme
(the

al ulation is restri ted to the

omponent of ow orthogonal to the boundary between elements).

The reader is referred to [5℄ for further details.

2.3 Hydro hemi al setting
The investigated

hemi al system depi ts the dissolution of

al ite (CaCO3 ) following the inje tion of

hydro hlori a id HCl. This rea tion has several appli ations,
More generally speaking, it

an be

onsidered a s hemati

e.g.

in the work-over of oil-produ ing wells.

illustration of an a id atta k on

ro ks, a pro ess expe ted to govern, for instan e, the natural development of karsti
geologi al storage of CO2 . From the point of view of
it represents a

arbonate

systems, or in

hemistry feedba k a ting on the hydrodynami s,

ase of in reasing porosity.

The rea tion

an be written for example:
CaCO3

+ 2HCl ⇀
↽ Ca2+ + CO2 (aq) + H2 O + 2Cl−

or alternatively

−
+ HCl ⇀
↽ Ca2+ + HCO−
3 + 2Cl

CaCO3
The pH of the solution is

(8)

ontrolled by a

arbonate buer triggered by

the a id; at the same time, the rea tion produ es

al ium,

(9)

al ite dissolution, whi h

onsumes

hloride and CO2 in solution. Following the

rea tion, the mineral volume de reases, thus produ ing an in rease in porosity.
Under the thermodynami
spe iation

via

the formation

equilibrium assumption, the mass a tion law
onstant



 K

 K

<

Optionally, the dissolution rea tion
[11℄ to express the variation of

+
[H ]
−
2+
[Ca
]·[HCO3 ]
+
[H ]
−
2+
[Ca
]·[HCO3 ]

=

onstrains the

hemi al

K:

an be kineti ally

on entration

S

if

al ite is present
(10)

otherwise
ontrolled. We

hose a widely used rst-order law

of a mineral in time:

dS
= −kh (1 − Ωcalcite )
dt
In this form, the kineti

onstant

kh

is expressed in [molal

( onstant) rea tive surfa e of the mineral.

Ωcalcite

The subs ript

h

·

(11)

−1

s

℄, therefore impli itly in luding the

refers to the implementation in

is the ratio between the Ion A tivity Produ t and the formation

non-dimensional term

(1 − Ωcalcite )

a

onstant of

Hyte

.

al ite; therefore the

ounts for the deviation from equilibrium. This kineti

law does

not depend expli itly on the porosity, but only on the a tivities of the spe ies. Other types of kineti
laws

an be used, parti ularly to better des ribe the ee t of varying rea tive surfa e areas, or

ee ts. However, the authors believe that the use of other kineti
leading

atalyti

laws would not signi antly alter the

on lusions of the study.

Intuitively, primary mineral dissolution modies the pore stru ture of the medium, thus triggering a
feedba k modi ation of its hydrodynami

properties, ae ting ow and transport. The models working

Representative Elementary Volume )

at the REV s ale (

su h feedba k; it is therefore

is to relate porosity (an extensive variable,

same

Bretjinski's law (eq. 6) used to

porosity and permeability spatial variability was

fun tion of porosity

ount

al ulable by a mineral volume balan e) and permeability

by an empiri al relationship. To this purpose, the
ma ros opi

are intrinsi ally not able to take into a

ru ial to introdu e further information in the model. The simplest way

hanges:

K
=
K0



ω
ω0

κ

with

hosen to

κ=7

orrelate the

hange the permeability as a

(12)

but the relationship is now xed and not probabilisti . Other forms of the porosity/permeability relationship

ould have been used, su h as the well known Kozeny-Carman law. The latter gives a slower

in rease of permeability than Bretjinski's following the in rease of porosity. Nevertheless, the inuen e of
su h a

hoi e has to be further investigated, optimally in luding experimental data related to the a tual

medium and the modelled rea tion.
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2.4 Transport equations and non-dimensional numbers of Pé let and Damköhler
Considering the ma ros opi (Dar y) s ale, the governing equations are established without attempting to
derive an ups aled equation from mass and momentum

onservation equations dened at the mi ros opi

s ale.
The adve tion-dispersion equation for a transported

ω
where

on entration

Ci

reads:

∂Ci
− ∇ · (D∗ · ∇Ci ) + ∇ · (~u Ci ) = νi kh (1 − Ωcalcite )
∂t

ω is the porosity, Ci

is the molality of a transported spe ies,

tensor, sum of an ee tive diusion

(13)

D∗ = De +αk~uk is the lo

al dispersion

oe ient and a dispersive term, in turn proportional to the norm
of the lo al Dar y velo ity ~
u; De is the ee tive diusion oe ient (in m2 s−1 ) - thus in orporating the
ee t of tortuosity - and

α

the dispersivity (in m).

The right hand side of this equation

kh

( al ite) present in the domain.
stoi hiometri

oe ient of the

i-th

orresponds to a rea tion rate governed by the only mineral

is the kineti

onstant adopted in

aqueous spe ies in the

Hyte

hemi al rea tion of

(eq.

11) and

νi

the

al ite dissolution (eq.

8 and 9). All variables are at this point dened over the blo ks of the spatial dis retization used in the
rea tive transport

ode, whi h is supposed to be

su iently

larger than the Representative Elementary

Volume for the investigated porous medium.
In rea tion kineti s,
substan es and that

ompetition arises between the amount of hydrodynami ally transported rea tive

onsumed by the rea tions. This relationship is summarized by the non-dimensional

Damkhöler number (Da).

Da is generally dened as the ratio between the

hara teristi

times of kineti s

and adve tion; however, its pre ise denition is to some extent arbitrary, and has to be adapted to the
parti ular problem and the spe i

i.e.

formulation of rea tion kineti s adopted (

[7℄ and further referen es therein, [1, 9, 14, 17℄). We

the kineti

order - see

hose the denition for a domain-s ale Damköhler

number by [10, 11℄:

Da =
In this formulation,

kh

is the kineti

kh · L
for P e > 1
v · c∗

onstant for

(14)

al ite dissolution, whose dimension is [molal/s℄ in our

geo hemi al model, assumed of the rst order and in luding impli itly the rea tive surfa e of the mineral.
This quantity is

onstant over the domain given the kineti

formulation (eq. 11).

L

is a

hara teristi

length [m℄, arbitrarily set as the domain length; v is the norm of the seepage velo ity averaged over the
−1
∗
domain [m· s
℄ and c a hara teristi
on entration [molal℄, hosen as the on entration of a id in the
solution inje ted at the inow boundary.
The Pé let number

Pe

is in turn dened as:

Pe =

vL
D

(15)

∗

Hyte

∗
where D is the domain-averaged dispersion tensor, redu ed to a s alar in
, with dimensions
2 −1
℄; its expression in terms of ee tive diusivity and kinemati dispersion was introdu ed above in
[m s
(eq. 13). Moreover, under the hypothesis of dominant

Pe =
In pra ti e it is di ult to separate the

onve tive ow, the expression of

L
α

Pe

redu es to:

(16)

ontribution of the ee tive diusion and that of the kinemati

dispersion; therefore in the following we will vary the Pé let number only by adjusting the dispersivity
α, and have xed the ee tive diusion oe ient De in the models at a quite small value (1 · 10−10
2 −1
m s
).
The

ombined use of

Pe

and

Da,

as pointed out in [3, 7℄, is a means to

lassify the behaviour of the

system with respe t to the dissolution pattern (formation of wormholes, ramied
dissolution).
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hannels or uniform

Both non-dimensional groups are time-dependent: the mineral dissolution modies the porosity, hen e
the permeability, and nally the velo ity eld [13℄. One

an also dene lo al

Pe

and

Da,

i.e.

varying

over the dis retized domain. Intuitively, a single value only poorly des ribes the ee tive regime inside
the whole domain; yet this value is good enough to return a predi tive measure of the overall behaviour
of the system, as will be shown in the following.

3 Set-up of the model
3.1 Overview of the numeri al experiments
The studied hydrodynami
and

system is quite simple: a square permeameter with pres ribed Dar y velo ity

on entration at the inow, and at the outow imposed hydrauli

i.e.

gradients (

a system is

head and zero

free outlet); the lateral walls are impermeable limits with no-ow

on entration

onditions.

Su h

learly of limited interest for pra ti al appli ations; nevertheless, it has the advantage of

greatly simplifying the

omprehension of the results: the uids and the rea tants enter the system at a

onstant rate due to the parti ular boundary

onditions, independently of the permeameter properties

and, most importantly, of its subsequent evolution with the rea tions.
It is a denite

hoi e to des ribe the system non-dimensionally.

In fa t, the presented results are

independent of the dimensionality of the problem; they depend only on the ratios between the governing
parameters.
as 100

units,

Therefore, we refer throughout the paper to the length of the side of the permeameter
without spe ifying if it a tually refers to mm rather than m.

involving a length is expressed as a
the

onstant input ow, time

dis retization

hosen in

Hyte

Thus, every other value

per entage of the side of the investigated domain.

Likewise, due to

an be dened as the number of inje ted (initial) pore volumes. The spatial
is a regular, square grid of 32×32 blo ks.

Two families of parameters des ribe the entire rea tive transport simulations. The rst family refers
to the initial spatial variability of the geostatisti al simulations, as introdu ed in se tion 2.1: the geosta2
a, the varian e σlog
K and orrelation oe ient ρ between the Gaussian
distributions asso iated with porosity and permeability (before the lognormal transformation). The se -

tisti al range ( orrelation length)

ond family denes the hydrodynami al and
whi h triggers the Pé let number

P e,

hemi al behaviour of the system: kinemati

α,
Da.

dispersivity

and the rea tion rate, summarized by the Damköhler number

The impa t of the dierent parameters is examined by sele ting some dis rete values for them: two
standard deviation

σlog K ,

0.5 and 1, two ranges (10 and 30), and two values of

ρ,

0.5 and 1.

All

geostatisti al simulations were obtained with the same set of random numbers, whi h helps to lter the
merely sto hasti

ee ts.

The ee t of randomness itself is then briey dis ussed in se tion 4.4 with

several realizations with dierent random draws.
On the other hand, two values are
onsidered

onsidered for dispersivity (respe tively 5 and 10

length units,

P e = 10 and P e = 20 respe tively),
as Da numbers in this paper, in luding

onstant in the whole domain, whi h give values of

and nally ve kineti
the lo al equilibrium

onstants, whi h will be expressed only
ase (Da

= ∞).

Note the quite large values of the sele ted dispersivity.

This

parameter is hardly measurable, s ale-dependent, and in heterogeneous formations, a range of 2 to 3
orders of magnitude is not un ommon; at the eld s ale, apparent dispersivities of 10 or 100 m are
ommon [21℄.

The

hoi e of su h large values is in our opinion

onsistent with our fo us on highly

heterogeneous porous media.
Parti ular attention must be given to the

hoi e of the

orrelation length of the geostatisti al simu-

lations with respe t to the domain size and to the dimension of the elements of the hydrodynami
If the range is too small,

i.e.

grid.

less than two or three elements, the spatial variability is smoothed by the

averaging performed in the ups aling step. On the other hand, if it is more than 40-50% of the domain
size, the statisti al properties of the random elds will not
domain ae ted by

boundary ee ts

onverge; furthermore, the portion of the

would also in rease, and the latter

the impa t of the range. For our model, the whole range of meaningful
the

hoi e of the values 10 and 30 length units for this parameter.
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annot be dis riminated from

orrelation lengths is

overed by

3.2 Appli ation to a homogeneous medium
A homogeneous 2D medium is

ompletely equivalent to a 1D

equilibrium, the dissolution progresses through the
front perpendi ular to the dire tion of the ow: the
front and

al ite is

ompletely untou hed elsewhere. This behaviour

If rea tion kineti s for the

al ite dissolution is

orresponding to the lo al equilibrium

olumn. Under the assumption of lo al

olumn forming a straight, well dened, rea tion
ompletely dissolved in the wake of the

an be observed in Fig. 1.

onsidered, by de reasing

less steep (but still straight and perpendi ular to the ow dire tion), till it
by a quasi-uniform dissolution prole. A

ording to the denition of

from the innity value

ompletely disappears repla ed

Da given in se

from a kineti ally- ontrolled regime to a hydrodynami ally- ontrolled one o

P e = 20

Da

ondition, the rea tion slows down and the rea tion front be omes
tion 2.4, the transition

urs at around

Da = 50

for

(Fig. 1).

3.3 Appli ation to a heterogeneous ase, denition of observables
In a heterogeneous medium, the notion of a rea tion front is still meaningful, but now its irregular shape
and position in spa e depends on the dissolution history: in fa t, uid
in high-permeability zones (Fig. 2).

ir ulation tends to

on entrate

Then, in su h an initially high-permeability zone, high rea tant

transport rates are to be expe ted, whi h in turn leads to a lo al a

eleration of dissolution

ompared to

other less permeable zones of the system, resulting in a further in rease of permeability. Su h

feedba k

in the

positive

ase of mineral dissolution leads to the formation of preferential pathways and their

development, thus a

entuating the impa t of the initial variability.

Des ribing and quantifying the behaviour of su h systems is a quite

omplex task. To a hieve this, two

observables were introdu ed. The rst one is the evolution with time (or equivalently the total amount
of inje ted a id) of the ratio of integrated remaining
initial total amount of
the homogeneous

ase; indeed a id is inje ted at a

it rea ts somewhere inside the permeameter
amount of

al ite.

al ite in the system at a given time divided by the

al ite (Fig. 3a). It is easy to observe that in the rst phase, the
onstant rate and, if the kineti

ausing the dissolution of an equivalent (but delo alized)

As one point of the dissolution front breaks through the outow boundary, part

of the uid a tually ows through the system without parti ipating in any rea tion.
heterogeneous
al ite
This

urve deviates from the homogeneous one, until all of the

Therefore, the

al ite is dissolved: indeed,

ontinues to dissolve where the lo al ow path allows it or through a id hydrodynami
urve is an overall observable, whi h gives useful operative information,

through time

urve follows

rate is fast enough,

of the permeameter and the expe ted quantity of a id needed to

i.e.

dispersion.

about the

ompletely

break-

onsume the

al ite inside the system, but not about the a tual shape of the rea tion front itself.
This aspe t is
is derived from a

overed by a se ond observable: the White Top Hat (WTH, Fig. 3b). This measure
ommon tool used in mathemati al morphology, the morphologi al

opening

(refer to

[20℄ for a thorough des ription of this method and related theory). The prin iple is as follows: a snapshot
of the domain at a given time is transformed into a binary image, the rea tion front being the interfa e

8
Calcite [mol/l rock]

Da = 18.75
6
Da = 46.87
4
Da = 93.75

2
0

Equilibrium
Column Profile

Figure 1: Cal ite dissolution proles in a homogeneous medium, at time= pore volumes, for
and several values of

Da
7

P e = 20

between the untou hed part of the domain and the portion where the
Then, xing a

stru turing element

of arbitrary shape and dimension, the

al ite has already dissolved.

opening

dened as the subset of the image where the stru turing element is entirely

of su h an image is

ontained in the dissolved

zone. The surfa e of the dieren e between the original image and its opening is

alled the White Top

Hat. Given the shape of the ngers that we are dealing with, the stru turing element is taken as a
segment perpendi ular to the average ow dire tion (horizontal with respe t to the image of Fig. 2). By
varying the length of the stru turing element, one
element, whi h is in fa t
of the image

an build a

urve of WTH

ompletely analogous to a grain-size

vs

length of the stru turing

urve: at ea h step, the sele ted portion

orresponds to the verti al stru tures narrower than the stru turing element.

The point of maximum slope of the WTH indi ates the

hara teristi

visible in Fig. 3 whi h shows the response of the WTH for two exemplary

width of the ngers. This is
ases. Moreover, the height

Mean flow
(a) Permeability (inter-blo k)

Mean flow
(b) Streamlines
Figure 2: Example of a
velo ity eld):

the

al ite rea ting front in a heterogeneous medium (inter-blo k permeability and

urrent position of the front is the result of the history of dissolution, and the

streamlines are attra ted by the higher permeability areas, parti ularly after the breakthrough.

8

rea hed by the WTH gives a measure of the depth of the ngers.
An example of the evolution in time of the front in an initially heterogeneous medium, in terms
of WTH, is given in Fig. 4. The sequen e shows an in rease of height in time, hen e of the depth of
ngering, whi h

learly is an ee t of the positive feedba k of

hemistry a ting on transport, leading

to a development of the ngering/wormholes but also to a slight in rease of their width (the point of
maximum slope shifts to the right), whi h a

ounts for the slow erosion of the

hannels.

4 Ee t of spatial variability and of initial onditions
4.1 Sensitivity to spatial parameters
A series of rea tive transport al ulations were ondu ted using the full

a, σlog K of permeability and the
ρ, in the ase of thermodynami

initial

ombinations of sele ted values for

orrelation of the bi-Gaussian distribution porosity-permeability

equilibrium, and with a high kinemati

dispersivity (0.1 time the side

0

20

% Q Q0

Breakthrough
40
Calcite is consumed
60

80

100
0

50

100
150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

300

(a) Remaining mineral; in red the homogeneous
ase, in bla k a heterogeneous one.
120

WTH Surface

100
80
60
40
20
0

Characteristic width
5
10
15
20
25
30
Length of structuring element (n. of cells)

(b) White Top Hat. Two dierent hara teristi
widths of ngerings are depi ted.
Figure 3: S hemati

des ription of the observables (see text for further explanation): (3a) remaining

al ite integral as a fun tion of time (homogeneous referen e: higher
latter, it is shown how the points of maximum slope of the
measure of the

hara teristi

width of the ngers.

9

urve), (3b) White Top Hat. In the

urves (the solid

ir les in the gure) are a

of the square permeameter).
5.

The results are presented in an overall mineral quantity form in gure

They show the major inuen e of the

orrelation length

a,

ompared to the other parameters of

spatial variability, on the deviation from the homogeneous behaviour. In fa t, large
( ompared to the size of the investigated domain)
whi h lead more easily to

orrelation lengths

ause the formation of more developed stru tures,

hannelling and wormholing than the simulations with shorter

orrelation

lengths.
The standard deviation

σlog K

has a less visible inuen e: when it is large, it enhan es the ee ts of

the range.
The

orrelation porosity/permeability plays a minor role: strong

from the homogeneous

orrelations in rease the deviation

ase, but the ee t is noti eable only for high varian es and large ranges.

Moreover, as regards the shape of the dissolution fronts (Fig. 6), the range is the prominent fa tor
ontrolling it. The

hara teristi

ngering width is in dire t

orrelation with the range (20 for a range

of 10, 60 for a range of 30). It was veried on some simulations of mu h greater width (up to 30 times
the range) that this result was not due to boundary ee ts [4℄.
It should be noted that the impa t of an in reasing varian e is to in rease the extension of the
ngering, whi h

an be seen in the higher sill of the WTH, without any noti eable modi ation of their

shape (the point of maximum slope is only slightly shifted towards the right with in reasing

σlog k ).

Other simulations [4℄, not presented in this paper, showed that the inuen e of spatial variability

Surface WTH [cells]
200
400
600

t5
time

t3
t2

0

t1

20
40
60
80
Length of structuring element [m]

100

0
10
% Q Q0
20

% Q Q0
20

10

0

Figure 4: Front shape evolution (as WTH) during its progression through the medium.

30
100

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

Figure 5: Remaining mineral
relation

ρ=1

σ = 0.5 , a = 10
σ = 0.5 , a = 30
σ = 1 , a = 10
σ = 1 , a = 30

40

40

30

ρ = 0.5

oe ients

ρ = 0.5

300

100

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

urve: inuen e of the standard deviation

σlog K

(5a) and 1 (5b). The dotted line represents the

ase.

10

300

and the ranges

a

for

or-

orresponding homogeneous

of the initial mineral

on entration is of se ondary importan e; this was observed for linear

oe ients between porosity and mineral

orrelation

on entration ranging from -1 to 1.

4.2 Kinemati dispersivity
A high ma ros opi

dispersivity

α

tends to redu e the deviation from the homogeneous behaviour,

be ause it smoothes the lo al heterogeneities. This is a major ee t, also larger than that of the range
(Fig. 7), at least for the values

hosen for

α,

respe tively 5 and 10 length units,

i.e.

0.05 and 0.1 times

the size of the domain.

4.3 Kineti s
Rea tions kineti s for

al ite dissolution modies the behaviours des ribed above.

rea tion rates, the deviation from a homogeneous medium in reases (Fig. 8a,
even more evident when

With de reasing

Da = 93.75), whi

h be omes

ompared to equilibrium.

With further de reased rea tion velo ities, the rea tions fall below the threshold dis riminating beontrolled regimes, and the deviation from homogeneous be-

WTH Surface (cells)
40
60
80 100 120 140

WTH surface (cells)
40
60
80 100 120 140

tween hydrodynami ally and kineti ally

range 10
σ=1

range 30

20

20

σ = 0.5

20
40
60
80
Length of structuring element [m]

0

0

ρ = 0.5
ρ=1
100

20
40
60
80
Length of structuring element [m]

(a) Range a = 10

(b) Range a = 30

Figure 6: Inuen e on WTH of standard deviation (σlog k
(6a) and

a = 30

10
% Q Q0
20

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

α

ρ = 0.5÷1

20

300

20
40
60
80
Length of structuring element [m]

(a) Mineral in pla e: inuen e of dispersivity
Figure 7: Inuen e of the dispersivity

orrelation oe ients

0

30

a = 10 , α = 10
a = 10 , α = 5
a = 30 , α = 10
a = 30 , α = 5
100

= 0.5÷1) and

(6b).

WTH surface (cells)
40
60
80 100 120 140

a = 10

0

orrelation lengths

40

for

100

100

(b) Inuen e of dispersivity on WTH

and the range
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a,

for a standard deviation

σlog K = 1.

haviour gets smaller (Fig. 8b,
In the limiting

Da = 18.75).

ase where rea tions are very slow, they o

ur homogeneously in the whole medium,

independently of ow velo ities, and the simulations be ome very

lose to that of a homogeneous medium

(Fig. 9).

4.4 Sto hasti variability
The above

onsiderations are made on the basis of just one simulation. Other simulations, not presented

in this paper, suggest that su h behaviour and the sensitivity to the parameters are re urring and thus
trustworthy, at least from a qualitative point of view [4℄. Nevertheless, in order to make truly quantitative
assumptions, the sto hasti

ee t resulting from the random generation of the initial simulations has to

be addressed, and the whole study should be made on the average resulting from a

onsistent number

of independent realizations (a few dozens up to several hundreds). The problem here is the CPU-time
needed for su h a study, whi h is still a major

onstraint in rea tive modelling. The total CPU-time

of the simulations presented in this paper is of 35 days on a quad
simulations. The

ontinual optimization of

omputer

odes and

ore system for approximately 120

omputing infrastru tures will in the

very near future allow runs of su h a full array of simulations, but this was not feasible at the time of

10
% Q Q0
20

% Q Q0
20

10

0

σ = 1 , Da = 18.75

0

σ = 1 , Da = 93.75

100

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

30

300

100

(a) Fast rea tion rate, Da = 93.75

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

300

(b) Slow rea tion rate, Da = 18.75

Figure 8: Inuen e of kineti s on the remaining mineral
Damkhöler number: (8a) fast kineti s (Da

α = 5 , a = 10
α = 5 , a = 30
α = 10 , a = 10
α = 10 , a = 30

40

40

30

α = 5 , a = 10
α = 5 , a = 30
α = 10 , a = 10
α = 10 , a = 30

= 93.75)

urves for two values of the domain-averaged

and (8b) slow kineti s (Da

= 18.75),

and

omple-

σlog K = 1.

0

mentary ee ts of the range and dispersivity for a standard deviation

30

% Q Q0
20

10

Da = 9.375

40

σ = 0.5 , a = 10
σ = 0.5 , a = 30
σ = 1 , a = 10
σ = 1 , a = 30
100

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

300

Figure 9: Inuen e on the integral remaining mineral of the standard deviation

σlog K

a, for dispersivity α = 5, in the ase of a very slow kineti
σlog K = 1 and a = 30 did not onverge, hen e the trun ated

The simulation with

12

rate (Da

= 9.375).

line in the gure.

and the range

this study.
Therefore, the investigation was limited to the most interesting

ase,

i.e.

gave the largest deviation with respe t to the homogeneous medium (a
onditions of thermodynami

the set of parameters whi h

= 30, σlog K = 1, ρ = 1,

rea tive transport modelling twi e on those simulations, xing the value of dispersivity
then at 10. The overall results for those
shown in Fig. 10.
The

in

equilibrium). We generated a family of ten initial media, and then ran the

2 × 10 independent

urves are widely s attered: the s ale of su h a deviation is

the previous paragraphs when, for instan e, dierent

α

on e at 5 and

realizations of porosity and permeability are
omparable to that observed in

orrelation lengths are

ompared, as in Figure (7).

In identally, the almost empty interse tion of the two families (for two values of dispersivity) proves the
dis riminating power of kinemati
proving that su h an observable

dispersion. The WTH is

onsiderably less sensitive to this s attering,

aptures the qualitative behaviour of the system.

Nevertheless, this s atter does not invalidate all the

omparisons made in the previous paragraphs.

In fa t, all simulations used in the sensitivity analysis are drawn from a unique set of random numbers,
thus ltering the ee t of random draw variability from one
same

relative

Hyte

simulation to another; and the

results are expe ted independently from the parti ular random eld realization, when one

ompares only the ee ts of the parameters des ribing the spatial variability. This intuitive remark was
onrmed in a dierent, non-exhaustive set of simulations, not showed in this paper, over the original
square permeameter, but with a dierent set of random numbers, or domains twi e or six times larger
than the rst one [4℄.

These simulations showed that the periodi al form of the rea tion front, as

summarized by the WTH, is independent on the ratio domain size/ orrelation length. On the
the overall quantity of mineral in pla e is not able to
size of the domain in reases, a

ontrary,

apture the ee ts of spatial variability when the

lear sign of the homogenization ee t obtained with a greater domain

size/ orrelation length ratio [4℄.
As remarked by the reviewers, a fully quantitative des ription of the inuen e of the spatial parameters
would need to be made, using a more systemati

Monte-Carlo approa h.

5 Con lusions
Hydrodynami s simulations

oupled with rea tive transport were

retizations of porous media and with simplied
using on the feedba k of

ondu ted on simplied spatial dis-

hemi al rea tions leading to mineral dissolution, fo-

hemistry a ting on ow and transport, espe ially in the

feedba k (in rease of porosity). It was found that, for the

hosen

eters explaining the dieren e with respe t to the homogenous referen e
of the geostatisti al simulations, whi h

ase of a positive

onditions, the most important paramase are the

orrelation length

ontrols the width of the ngering, and the kinemati

dispersion,

whi h in turn smoothes the heterogeneities. The inuen e of the permeability varian e, and that of the

30

% Q Q0
20

10

0

orrelation between porosity and permeability, are of se ond order, generally enhan ing the ee t of the

40

α=5
α = 10
100

Figure 10: Sto hasti

σlog K , ρ

and

150
200
250
Injected HCl [mol x 1000]

300

variability for two families of 10 draws at dispersivity

Da).
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α = 10

and 5 (with xed

a,

orrelation length.
The role of the kineti

rate is two-fold: when the rea tions are limited by the transport rate (fast

rea tions), de reasing rea tion rates amplify the divergen e from the homogeneous
tem be omes

ontrolled by the rea tion rate (slow kineti s), the rea tions o

ase.

As the sys-

ur more homogeneously

throughout the whole domain, the rea tion front be omes less sharp and the heterogeneities due to ow
pro esses be ome less signi ant: the system behaves similarly to the homogeneous one.
To summarize, the most favourable
a terized by a large
varian e, a

onditions for developing and in reasing heterogeneities are

orrelation porosity/permeability near 1 and ow/kineti

between kineti ally and hydrodynami ally
Another series of test
a dierent rea tion path:
al ite

onditions

lose to the shifting point

ontrolled rea tion rates.

ases (not detailed in the paper; for
ontinuing with a idi

obtained by inje tion of sulphuri
37 ml/mol for

har-

orrelation length and a small dispersivity, asso iated with a strong permeability

dissolution of

omplete referen e see [4℄) was built with
al ite, the pre ipitation of gypsum was

a id. The result is a net in rease of the mineral volume (molar volume

vs 75 ml/mol for gypsum).

As a result, the system develops negative feedba k: high

lo al permeabilities enhan e the lo al ow, in reasing the rea tion, so that porosity de reases whi h in
turn de reases the permeability. The rea tion tends to stabilize the system, be ause of the redu tion of
permeability in the rea tive zones. Any developing ngering triggers a lo al de rease in the ow velo ity,
whi h prevents it from further developing.
This work illustrates the inuen e of spatial variability on a rea tive transport system in luding
feedba k of the hemistry a ting on the hydrodynami s: development of geometri ally omplex interfa es,
breakthrough time, and residen e time. The importan e of spatial variability should not be negle ted in
rea tive transport simulations. The impli ations

an be major, either in terms of pro ess optimization or

for risk assessment. The eld of appli ation is as broad as rea tive transport
on ern long-time storage e ien y and safety, pollution

per se.

These appli ations

hara terization and subsequent natural or

engineered remediation, metallogenesis, et .
The relative inuen e of dierent parameters of the system was systemati ally examined. Two powerful synthesizing tools were developed, and a hierar hy of signi ant parameters was elaborated. However,
this work is not

omplete, e.g. other

orrelation laws between porosity and permeability

Another orrelation should also be addressed: mineral fa ies and
are

ould be tested.

on entration and porosity/permeability

learly not independent in natural systems, a point that has been omitted in this study. Also, more

omplex and more realisti

hemi al systems should be

onsidered.

The geometry of the system was minimalisti , whi h suited our purpose; however, the inuen e of the
geometry should be tested on more

omplex and more relevant geometries; in parti ular, the boundary

onditions may also play a major role in the dispersion of the results

ompared to homogeneous

ases.

Likewise, the hoi e of a geostatisti al model may have a real inuen e on the results. A better des ription
of a natural medium

ould be pursued, in luding multi-s ale heterogeneities.
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